Background {#Sec1}
==========

Although the majority of children and adolescents report absence of pain, the prevalence of self-reported low back pain (LBP) increases throughout adolescence and reaches adulthood levels at the age of 18 years \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. The reported prevalence rates vary in the literature from 0.8 to 84% \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\], which is dependent upon the definition of LBP, the age group assessed, the method for collecting information, and the type of prevalence reported. An increase of LBP prevalence with age is seen in children and adolescents, indicating that these are the decades in life, in which any vulnerability develops or becomes apparent \[[@CR3]\].

Nevertheless, while prevalence studies in cross-sectional studies present the proportion of the population reporting LBP at a certain time point, within a certain period or ever, it is not possible to determine from these studies whether it is the same or different children or adolescents, who report LBP at different ages and time points, seen in a long-term perspective \[[@CR3]\]. As prevalence studies of LBP only describes the population-averaged status of LBP, and hence does not reflect the development or course of LBP, they provide limited information about the condition with respect to portrayal of health care consequences and prevention strategies.

In adults, longitudinal cohort studies have provided an understanding of the development or course of individual pain conditions over time with respect to later health or disease risk, indicating that some people experience pain throughout their lives. In adults, there is consensus of the natural course of LBP, demonstrated as either being a persistent or episodic condition with recurrent events rather than one well-defined episode or episodes of unrelated occurrence \[[@CR3]--[@CR5]\]. This fluctuating and recurrent nature might also be evident in children and youth and track into adulthood; therefore, the aetiology and development of LBP in children and adolescents should be considered in a long-term course with frequent data collection points \[[@CR6]\]. To our knowledge, no systematic summary of the natural course of LBP exists in children and adolescents.

The ability to identify and describe the natural course or time-based progressions of distinctive clusters of variation in LBP, called developmental trajectories, could be an important aid to improve the understanding of development and changes of LBP status over time. The identified trajectories might be able to provide unique information on LBP and its impact during the transition from childhood to adolescence to young adulthood, and to provide a means of exploring certain risk factors and detecting groups of frail children who are particularly susceptible for developing LBP.

Therefore, taking the fluctuating and recurrent natural course of LBP status in adults into consideration \[[@CR3], [@CR5]\], the natural course of LBP in children and adolescents should also be considered and described in a long-term course with frequent measurements of LBP \[[@CR6]\].

The aim was to study the natural course of LBP in the general population from childhood through adolescence to young adulthood using a systematic critical literature review.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Search strategy {#Sec3}
---------------

The systematic literature search was conducted in MEDLINE via PubMed, EMBASE, CINAHL complete and PsycINFO in the period of September 2018 to November 2018, with the following search terms: ´back pain´, ´spinal pain´ or ´neck pain´; ´natural course´, ´natural history´, ´trajectories´, ´transitional´, ´tracking´, ´prognostic´, ´prediction´, ´patterns´ or ´follow-up´; cohort study´, ´epidemiological study´ or ´longitudinal study´; ´children´, ´infants´, ´youth´, ´teenagers´ or ´adolescence´, ´adolescents´, ´young adulthood´ or ´young adults´. References in the following languages; English, German, French, Danish, Swedish and Norwegian were included. The search protocol was refined in collaboration with a university librarian. Search terms, in- and exclusion criteria were adapted to the databases, and the references from the search result were exported to Covidence; an online software product for managing systematic reviews \[[@CR7]\]. Duplets were reviewed, reported and excluded in this program and validated by reviewing the reference list in Endnote as well. A full electronic search strategy for the search in PubMed is applied in Additional file 1. The searches were re-run just before the final analyses and further studies retrieved for inclusion. The protocol of the current systematic review was registered in PROSPERO, registration number CRD42018111000.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria {#Sec4}
--------------------------------

Inclusion criteria for the systematic review were studies concerning: 1) low back pain 2) description or analysis of the natural course of low back pain, with a period of follow-up with at least two data collection time points, taking into account the individual status of LBP between time points, and 3) a general population of children and adolescents with a cohort including either a period from childhood to adolescence or adolescence to adulthood (maximum 22 years). The main outcome was low back pain in children and adolescents, measured over time. Exclusion criteria were studies only reporting prevalence or incidence of LBP; intervention studies; clinical or working populations; specific sub groups of back disorders such as scoliosis; and adolescents above the age of 18 at baseline.

Review process {#Sec5}
--------------

Based on the predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria, two of the authors independently assessed the eligibility of potential studies. Disagreements were resolved either through discussion of the studies or by involvement of a third author. For the articles that PK and NW were authors on, TJ and EB were the team that independently assessed the eligibility, performed quality assessment and data extraction. The numbers of studies searched and included, and the reasons for study exclusion are presented as a flow diagram (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The excluded studies are listed in Additional file 2.Fig. 1PRISMA flow diagram The flow diagram maps out the number of records identified from four databases, the included and excluded studies, and the reasons for study exclusions

Quality assessment {#Sec6}
------------------

Two of the authors independently reviewed the included studies. To assess the methodological quality of the studies, an adapted version of the National Institute of Health (NIH) quality assessment tool for observational cohort and cross-sectional studies was applied and customized to the review question of interest \[[@CR8]\]. Questions related to exposure were only judged in relation to how the reporting of previous LBP was used as a determinant for reporting of LBP during the current time-frame. The final determination of the quality of the selected studies was based on whether the included studies had minimized potential bias in their study design, and was rated as good, fair or poor, based on the NIH quality assessment and potential risk of bias due to selection and misclassification bias, outcome data bias, selective outcome reporting and other potential sources of bias.

Good and fair studies were included in the synthesis of results in relation to describing the natural course of LBP, which is presented in narrative text, tables, and figures. Due to heterogeneity of outcome measurements, it was not possible to perform meta-analysis.

Results {#Sec7}
=======

In total, 3373 records were located. Following removal of duplicates, 3231 abstracts were screened, and 52 full-text studies were assessed for eligibility. For various reasons, listed in the PRISMA flow diagram in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, 44 studies were excluded.

Quality assessment {#Sec8}
------------------

A total of eight articles were included in the current review for quality assessment (Aartun et al., Burton et al., Coenen et al., Grimmer et al., Kjaer et al., Mikkelsson et al., Sjolie et al., Szpalski et al.) \[[@CR9]--[@CR16]\]. Characteristics of the studies are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. An overview of assessment of quality is presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Overview of the included studies for quality assessmentAuthor and yearStudy design and settingAge of cohort at baselinePurpose of studyNumber of follow-upsTime between follow-upsSample sizeMethods for data collectionOutcome measures of LBPIdentified terminology for patterns of LBPAartun, 2014School-based prospective cohort study11--13 yearsCourse of LBP12 yearsBaseline: 1291\
Follow-up: 1064 (82%)Electronic questionnaire1) Point prevalence\
2) 1-week prevalence\
3) Lifetime prevalence1) Never LBP\
2) Development of LBP\
3) Changes in frequency of LBPBurton, 1996School-based prospective cohort study11 yearsNatural history of LBP41 yearBaseline: 216\
Follow-up (T5): 147 (68%)Questionnaire; interviews first 2 years, then self-administered1) Lifetime prevalence1) Single, discrete spell of LBP\
2) Recurrent LBPCoenen, 2017Follow-up in a birth cohort17 yearsTrajectories of LBP23 and 2 yearsBaseline: 1050\
Follow-up (T2): 1033 (98%) (not same responders T1--3)Self-administered questionnaire1) 1 month prevalence1) Consistenly low probability of LBP\
2) Increase in prevalence of LBP\
3) Decrease in the prevalence of LBP\
4) Consistently high prevalence of LBPGrimmer, 2006School-based prospective cohort study13 yearsTracking of LBP4Yearly samplesBaseline: 434\
Follow-up (T5): 174 (40%)Self-administered questionnaire1) 1-week prevalence1) Recent LBP\
2) Variability of LBP\
1) Repeated reporting\
2) Regular LBP\
3) Consistency of occurrence of LBPKjaer, 2011School-based prospective cohort study9 yearsTracking of LBP34 yearsBaseline: 479\
Follow-up: 443 (92%) (not same responders T1--4)Questionnaire by interviews1) Point prevalence\
2) 1-week prevalence\
3) 1 month prevalence1) No LBP\
2) Still LBP\
3) Changes in reports of LBPMikkelsson, 1997School-based prospective cohort study9 yearsPersistence of LBP11 yearBaseline: 1756\
Follow-up:1628 (92%)Self-administered questionnaire1) 3 months prevalence1) Seldom or never LBP\
2) Persistence of LBPSjolie, 2004School-based prospective cohort study14 yearsPersistence and change in LBP13 yearsBaseline: 88Follow-up:\
85 (97%)Self-administered questionnaire1) 1-year prevalence1) No LBP\
2) Still LBP\
3) Persistent, but changeable LBPSzpalski, 2002School-based prospective cohort study9 yearsPrediction of LBP12 yearsBaseline: 287\
Follow-up: 287 (100%)Self-administered questionnaire1) Lifetime prevalence1) No LBP\
2) Identical LBP\
3) Ongoing LBPTable 2NIH quality assessment for cohort studiesAuthorAartunBurtonCoenenGrimmerKjaerMikkelssonSjolieSzpalski1. Was the research question or objective in this paper clearly stated?YYYYYYYY2. Was the study population clearly specified and defined?YYCDYYYYY3. Was the participation rate of eligible persons at least 50%?YYYYYYYY4. Were all the subjects selected or recruited from the same or similar populations (including the same time period)? Were inclusion and exclusion criteria for being in the study prespecified and applied uniformly to all participants?YNYYNYYN5. Was a sample size justification, power description, or variance and effect estimates provided?NNNYNNNN6. For the analyses in this paper, were the exposure(s) of interest measured prior to the outcome(s) being measured?YYYYYYYY7. Was the timeframe sufficient so that one could reasonably expect to see an association between exposure and outcome if it existed?NNYYYNYN8. For exposures that can vary in amount or level, did the study examine different levels of the exposure as related to the outcome (e.g., categories of exposure, or exposure measured as continuous variable)?NANANANANANANANA9. Were the exposure measures (independent variables) clearly defined, valid, reliable, and implemented consistently across all study participants?YNYYYYYN10. Was the exposure(s) assessed more than once over time?NNYYYNNN11. Were the outcome measures (dependent variables) clearly defined, valid, reliable, and implemented consistently across all study participants?YYYNNYYN12. Were the outcome assessors blinded to the exposure status of participants?NANANANANANANANA13. Was loss to follow-up after baseline 20% or less?YNYNNYYY14. Were key potential confounding variables measured and adjusted statistically for their impact on the relationship between exposure(s) and outcome(s)?NNNNNNNN*CD*, cannot determine; *NA*, not applicable

Risk of bias {#Sec9}
------------

In the study by Aartun et al., several risks of bias were suspected due to differential drop-outs, missing sensitivity analyses and problems with baseline data collection. High reporting of life time prevalence due to questionnaire technique affected the results of prevalence, change, and course of LBP. No statistics were applied for analysis of course or changes of LBP; these could be the same children or new cases. The analyses performed did not support the conclusion. Overall, the quality of the study was rated as poor (Table

3).

Several risks of bias were considered in the study by Burton et al. due to no inclusion or exclusion criteria, applying a not validated questionnaire with the risk of reporting bias for lifetime prevalence of LBP. Different types of data collection methods were seen over time, with interviews at the first two time points followed by self-reported questionnaires. Also, a large dropout rate was reported. Overall, the quality of the study was rated as poor (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).Table 3Overview of risk of biasAARTUNBurtonCoenenGrimmerKjaerMikkelssonSjolieSzpalskiOverall ratingPoorPoorGoodFairFairFairPoorPoorRisk of biasReporting bias\
Misclassification bias\
Differential drop outs\
Analytical bias\
Selective outcome reportingSelection bias\
Reporting bias\
Misclassification bias\
Loss to follow-upSelection biasMisclassification bias\
Loss to follow-up\
Analytical biasSelection bias\
Reporting bias\
Misclassification biasReporting bias\
Misclassification biasReporting bias\
Misclassification bias\
Analytical biasSelection bias\
Reporting bias\
Misclassification bias\
Analytical bias\
Selective outcome reporting

In the study by Coenen et al., few risks of bias were detected, mainly due to no inclusion or exclusion criteria and dropouts in the profiling analyses. Overall, the quality of the study was rated as good (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).

Some risk of bias was seen in the study by Grimmer et al. with a large dropout rate, particularly in the end of the study, and also, a small study sample, which did not qualify for the many statistical analyses. Overall, the quality of the study was rated as fair (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).

In the study by Kjaer et al., some risk of bias was found since no validated questionnaire was applied. Outcome measure was collapsed to one dichotomous answer of the presence of back pain from reports of point, one-week and one-month questions of back pain. Also, no inclusion or exclusion criteria was listed, and a large dropout was seen. Overall, the quality of the study was rated as fair (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).

Some risk of bias was also considered in the study by Mikkelsson et al. since the study sample was small for children with persistent LBP (*n* = 64 first time point, *n* = 22 s time point). The cohort was assessed twice with selected reporting of results of solely one-week prevalence of LBP. No statistical analysis was applied to answer the research question of persistence of LBP. Overall, the quality of the study was rated as fair (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).

In the study by Sjolie et al., several risks of bias were considered due to a small study sample, with a risk of type 2 error for prediction models. Also, reporting bias was suspected due to questions of one-year prevalence of LBP. Overall, the quality of the study was rated as poor (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).

Several risks were considered in the study by Szpalski et al. as no inclusion or exclusion criteria was listed, no validated questionnaire was applied, and also, reporting bias was suspected due to lifetime prevalence of LBP. Reporting of results was only from children responding at both time points. The non-significant results could indicate a type 2 error of results due to a small sample size. Overall, the quality of the study was rated as poor (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).

In summary, one study was rated as good (Coenen et al.) and three studies as fair (Grimmer et al., Kjaer et al., Mikkelsson et al.). All four studies were included for synthesis of results, as summarized in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.

Synthesis of results {#Sec10}
--------------------

Diverse terms for describing the natural course of LBP was seen across studies although no definitions of the various terms were provided. For synthesis of results, the associated terms of 1) ´no LBP´ or ´low probability of LBP´ were collapsed in one column, 2)´variability of LBP´, ´ increase of LBP´, ´decrease of LBP´, and ´changing tracking pattern´ were labelled as ´fluctuation of LBP´, and 3) high prevalence of LBP´, ´consistently reporting LBP´, and ´persistence of LBP´ were labelled as ´repeated reporting of LBP´ (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}).Table 4Overview of results from the included studiesAge range of participantsNo or low probability of LBPRepeated reporting of LBPFluctuation of LBPCoenen17--2253%10%37%Grimmer13--17--\< 1%16%Kjaer9--1549%\< 1%32%Mikkelsson9--11--1,3%--

In the study by Coenen et al., focusing on the 17 to 22-year olds, four clusters were identified for describing trajectories of LBP and its impact from adolescence to young adulthood: 1) consistently low probability of LBP (53%), 2) increase in LBP (22%), 3) decreasing LBP (15%), and 4) consistently high prevalence of LBP (10%) with indicator variables including six variables (one for LBP and five additional impact items) at each of the three time points (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}).

Assessing the 13 to 17-year olds, Grimmer et al. found variability in LBP reporting between study years for 16% of the children. Also, consistently reporting of LBP was noticed, although the numbers are small; two children reported recent LBP every study year, and three children in the last four study years, accounting for less than 1% of the study population (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}).

In the study by Kjaer et al., including the 9 to 15-year olds, \< 1% repeatedly reported LBP at all time points, 49% reported no LBP at all time points (*n* = 261, participating at all time points) (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). For those not participating in all three surveys, 32% of children with LBP (first time point) and 38% of the children with LBP (second time point) reported LBP at the next time point. This was only 1.4 and 8% of all participants at the second and third time point, respectively. Extracting the drop outs (*n* = 118), the percentages were equal to 2 and 11%. Having reported LBP at one time point compared to not having reported LBP, increased the probability of reporting pain again in the next time point; thereby, increasing with age. Amongst responders, 19% reported LBP in a changing tracking pattern between first and second time points, while it was 28% from second to third time points. Subtracting the drop outs from first time point to second time point (n = 118), the total amount of children reporting LBP in a changing tracking pattern were 26 and 38%, respectively (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}).

In the 9 to 11-year olds, who were studied by Mikkelsson et al., one-year persistence of pain at least once a week was seen in 34% of the children; at baseline, 64 children (4%) reported LBP as opposed to follow-up, with 22 children (1.3%) reporting LBP at least once a week again. The results were not related to school grade. One-year changes in musculoskeletal pain symptoms were not stratified in pain location areas such as LBP (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}).

Discussion {#Sec11}
==========

In this systematic review, a total of four studies of good to fair quality were included for studying the natural course of LBP from childhood to young adulthood. An indication of a common pattern of LBP was seen across the studies, although methodological heterogeneity, mainly due to different age ranges. The majority of the children and adolescents repeatedly reported no or low probability of experiencing LBP. With recall periods between one week to three months and sampling rates ranging from one to four years, a small proportion of the children and adolescents repeatedly reported having LBP during the study period, whereas one-fifth to one-third of the children and adolescents had fluctuating reports of LBP.

To our knowledge, this is the first review to assess evidence of the natural course of LBP in the life course stage of childhood to young adulthood. A few studies of good to fair quality were included in the current review, and despite heterogeneity, mainly due to different age spans and prevalence measures, some indication of a similar course was seen across studies. The most common reporting in children and adolescents is no LBP \[[@CR4]\], and as seen in the current review, it is also the most common reporting over time. Also, very low rates of repeated reporting of LBP was seen across studies, increasing with age. Interestingly, fluctuating reporting of LBP was also commonly seen, with periods of pain and periods with absence of pain, although dissimilar terms such as ´variability´ or ´changes´ were used across studies. Standardisation of a terminology for labelling courses or principal trajectory patterns might be useful in future research to describe findings in standardised ways \[[@CR5]\].

The findings of the current study are comparable to analyses of trajectories of musculoskeletal pain including back pain in 11 to 14-year olds, with the majority (78%) of the study sample having a cluster of ´no pain problem´ throughout follow-up, other clusters were fluctuating in reports (total of 23%), and finally, a very small cluster (1.3%) had very high probability of pain throughout follow-up \[[@CR17]\]. The indications of a natural course of LBP in children and adolescents seen in the current review have some similarities to the course of LBP described in adults, where most people recover quickly from new episodes of low back pain and recurrence or fluctuation is common, and in only a small proportion, LBP becomes persistent and disabling \[[@CR3]--[@CR5]\].

Consensus of a natural course of LBP in children and adolescents is inconclusive from this review, and indeed, more life-course epidemiological studies are needed to explore the natural course or trajectories of LBP from childhood to young adulthood, as well as to assess predictors of the course by elucidating the specific influence of the timing, nature and duration of LBP episodes on future health \[[@CR3], [@CR5]\]. Specifically, identifying and describing trajectories among children and adolescents could improve understanding of how pain conditions like LBP can develop and fluctuate over time \[[@CR17]\]. For a reliable estimation of inter-individual variability in intra-individual patterns of change over time, such as in trajectory models, an adequate sample size of at least 100 individuals is needed, typically requiring at least three repeated measures per individual, although the number of data points needed for trajectory analyses depends on the intended level of detail \[[@CR5], [@CR18]\]. Using multiple measurement points in longitudinal studies has advantages over simpler approaches of defining outcome at a single time point, as seen in earlier studies of courses and development of LBP from childhood to adulthood \[[@CR19]--[@CR21]\].

When assessing self-reported musculoskeletal health in children over time, there are also several other concerns to be made. Except for one study \[[@CR13]\], where health professionals performed interviews with the children, all studies provided self-reported questionnaires of LBP. Only few studies applied validated questionnaires, although these were not tested for feasibility in children or tested for reliability \[[@CR9], [@CR11], [@CR15]\]. The stability of measurement properties over time are crucial with respect to assessment of the natural course of musculoskeletal health, and it is for this reason, self-reported questionnaires must be designed for and tested on the specific age group, with special emphasis on the reporting period. In more studies of the current review, it was found that up to 60% of the children who reported one-year or a lifetime history of LBP at one timepoint did not report the same at the next timepoint \[[@CR9], [@CR10], [@CR15], [@CR16]\]. In line with others, these findings indicate that experiences of LBP often are common, short-lasting and benign of nature \[[@CR4]\], hence not creating a memorable impact for the single child or adolescent; therefore, one-year and lifetime prevalence numbers of LBP for this population can have limited value. This is in accordance with others, recommending the avoidance of long recall periods as this may cause reporting bias \[[@CR22]\]. Further, to assess the ´true prevalence´ of LBP future studies need to use multiple repeated measurements over time, at least every month, or even every week, to minimize reporting bias.

The strengths of the current systematic review are the specific search terms related to the research question, the independent assessment of eligibility, quality assessment, data extraction, and the synthesis of results of only good to fair quality studies. The limitation of the current systematic review is, on the other hand, the narrow search terms used, which may exclude some relevant studies. It can be questioned, if a search of the broader term ´musculoskeletal pain´ in children and adolescents could have been more informative and valuable, as it has been argued that trajectories are similar across musculoskeletal pain conditions, such as back pain, headache, and facial pain in adolescents, and in LBP and knee pain in adults \[[@CR5], [@CR17]\]. However, summarised findings from a large, prospective cohort study of school children with weekly assessments of musculoskeletal pain in children and youth indicates this is not the case \[[@CR23]--[@CR26]\].

Conclusion {#Sec12}
==========

Four studies of good to fair quality were included for studying the natural course of LBP from childhood to young adulthood. Although methodological heterogeneity, mainly due to different age ranges, an indication of a natural course of LBP was seen across the studies. The majority of the children and adolescents repeatedly reported no or low probability of experiencing LBP. A small proportion of the children and adolescents repeatedly reported having LBP within recall periods of one week to three months and sampling rates ranging from one to four years, whereas one-fifth to one-third of the children and adolescents had fluctuating reports of LBP. A need of future research of LBP trajectories with short reporting period lengths and narrower sampling windows in a long-term perspective is emphasized in order to study childhood influences on the development of LBP through life.
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